# ESG Functionality Map

## Basic Equity Analytics
- **FA ESG** - Summary templates with ESG per security data
- **CF** - Corporate Responsibility Reports and Surveys
- **PGEO** - Product and Geographic Segmentation
- **FLDS** - Field finder
- **CAST** - Capital structure
- **XLTP XESG** - ESG company report
- **XLTP XECR** - ESG country risk

## ESG Integration Techniques
- **RV** - Peer group analysis
- **EOS** - Equity screening
- **ESCO** - Equity scoring/ranking
- **SPLC** - Supply chain analysis
- **PORT** - Portfolio performance and characteristic analysis
- **HFA** - Historical portfolio analysis
- **XLT XEEV** - ESG valuation tool

## Corporate Governance Analysis
- **MGMT** - Management profile
- **MGSN** - Management snapshot
- **BIO** - People profiles
- **PHDC** - Custom holdings search
- **WEH** - Top executive holdings
- **OWN** - Ownership summary and trading activity
- **CACT** - Corporate action calendar

## News, Research and Contribution
- **NI ESG** - Environmental, Social and Governance News
- **GREEN** - Top Environmental News
- **NRS** - News sentiment
- **RES** - Research search engine
- **UNGC** - United Nations Global Compact, other contributors are MAPL, ECPS and other brokers and research providers

## Bloomberg New Energy Finance
- **WVAL** - BNEF Wind Asset Valuation
- **NEFQ** - BNEF Renewable Energy Explorer
- **CARX** - BNEF Carbon Model Page
- **LCOE** - Levelised Cost of Energy
- **PVSM** - BNEF PV supply model

## Emissions and Energy Markets
- **EMIS** - Carbon Markets Menu
- **GETS** - EU Emission Trading Scheme
- **BMAP** - Map Energy Assets & Commodities
- **ECAL** - Carbon Markets Events
- **ALTM** - Alternative Energy Monitor

## Legal & Regulatory Information
- **BLAW** - Bloomberg Law
- **LITI** - Company Litigation Summary
- **DCKT** - Litigation Analytics
- **BLRW** - Bloomberg Report Writer
- **BGVVW** - Bloomberg Government Web
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